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Abstract Thermal expansion of rock salt and wurtize phases of Zinc Oxide nanomaterials has been studied using
various relationships between volume thermal expansivity and temperature. The numerical values of volume thermal
expansion coefficient for rs-ZnO and w-ZnOnanomaterials have been calculated in low and high temperature ranges.
It is observed that in low temperature range i.e. upto room temperature, volume thermal expansion coefficient
increases with slow rate with temperature for both the phases of Zinc Oxide while in high temperature range,
thermal expansion coefficient increases with high rate with increase in temperature in the case of rs-ZnO and with
slow rate in the case of w-ZnO. The available experimental and theoretical research support these theoretical
predictions that demonstrates the validity of the work.
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1. Introduction

2. Method of Analysis

Over the past decade, nanomaterials have been the
subject of enormous interest. Due to their extremely small
size, these materials have the potential for wide-ranging
industrial, biomedical, electronic etc. applications.
Recently, Zinc Oxide (ZnO) has attracted much attention
within the scientific community as a ‘future material’.
This is however, somewhat of a misnomer, as ZnO has
been widely studied since 1935 with much of our current
industry and day-to-day lives critically reliant upon this
compound [1].
Zinc Oxide (ZnO) belongs to the family of widebandgap semiconductors with strong ionic character of
chemical bonds. At ambient conditions ZnO has a wurtize
structure (P63mc) that transforms into a rock-salt one
(Fm3m) at high pressures [2]. Material scientists and
technologists have started to study the various properties
of ZnOnanomaterials under different conditions. Recently,
it is observed that volume thermal expansion coefficient of
ZnO increases with high rate with increase in temperature
[2].
The thermal expansion of rock-salt ZnO, metastable
high-pressure phase, has been experimentally studied in
10-300 K temperature range at ambient pressure using
synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction. The volume thermal
expansion coefficients is found to increase from almost
zero value in 10-80 K range to 4.77 x 10-5 K-1 at 298 K
and remains virtually constant at higher temperatures[3].
A lot of work is required in this direction because of
numerous applications of ZnO. Therefore, it is planned to
study the thermal expansion in ZnOnanomaterials under
different temperature range.

The relationship between volume thermal expansivity
and temperature is given as [4,5]

α=
α 0 [1 + 1.35α 0δT0 (T − T0 )]

(1)

Where α is volume thermal expansivity at temperature
T, α 0 volume thermal expansivity at room temperature

T0 and δT0 Anderson-Gruneisen parameter at room
temperature T0 .
It has been noted that under the effect of temperature,
the product of thermal expansion coefficient coefficient
( α ) and isothermal bulk modulus(K) for nanomaterials
remains constant [6] i.e.

α K = constant

(2)

Differentiating Equation(2) with respect to T, we get

 dK   dα 
 +
 K=0
 dT P  dT P

α

(3)

The Anderson-Gruneisen parameter δT is defined as [7]

δT = −

1 dK
( )
α K dT P

(4)

From Equations (3) and (4), we have

δT =

1 dα
( )P
α 2 dT

(5)

Mathematical definition of volume thermal expansivity
is given as[8]

(α )
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α=
Or α =

1 dV
( )P
V dT

(6)

1 dV dα
(
)P
V dα dT

Or

(

αV
dα
)P =
dV
dT
( )P
dα

(7)

high temperature range i.e. in the temperature range from
10 K to 2100 K. The input parameters used in the
computation have been given in Table 1.
Table 1. Input parameters used in computation [5,10,11,12]
Anderson-Gruneisen
Volume thermal
parameter at room
expansivity at room
Nanomaterial
-1
0
temperature, α 0 (K )
temperature, δ
T

rs-ZnO

4.7 x 10-5

5.5

w-ZnO

1.57 x 10-5

5.5

From Equation (5) and (7), we have-

δT =

V  dα 
α  dV P

(8)

The temperature dependence of δT is represented as [9]


δT = δT0 

T 

 T0 

k

(9)

Here ‘k’ is new dimensionless thermoelastic parameter
whose value is calculated by the slope of the graph plotted
T 
between log( δT ) and log   .
 T0 
Taking log on both sides of Equation(9), we get

( )

T 
=
log (δT ) k log   + log δT0
 T0 

(10)

Obviously, the graph plotted between log (δT ) and
T
log(
) is a straight line whose slope gives the value of
T0
‘k’. Therefore,

k=

∂ log(δT )
T
∂ log( )
T0

(11)

From Equation (5) and (9), we have-

δT0 (

T k
1 dα
) =
( )P
T0
α 2 dT

(12)

Integrating Equation (12), we get-

δT0

∫

T

δ 0k T0

α 1 dα
( ) dT
α 0 α 2 dT P

(13)

T k dT = ∫

On solving the integration and rearranging the terms, we get


δ 0α
=
α α 0 1 − k T 0 T k +1 − T0k +1
 T0 (k + 1)

{

}





−1

(14)

Using above expressions (1) and (14), the value of
volume thermal expansivity ( α ) for rs-ZnO and wZnOnanomaterialsis evaluated directly as a function of
temperature (T).

3. Results and Discussion
Using Equation (1) and (14), the values of volume
thermal expansion coefficient for both the phases of
ZnOnanomaterials have been calculated in low as well as

The theoretical results obtained are reported in Figure
(1). Figure 1(a) represents the variation of volume thermal
expansivity ( α ) with temperature (T) for rs-ZnO
nanomaterial according to Equation (1) while Figure 1(b)
represents this variation forrs-ZnO nanomaterial as per
Equation (14). It is obvious that the results obtained from
Equation (1) are in good agreement with the results
obtained from Equation (14). Similarly, Figures 1(c) and
1(d) report the results obtained from Equation (1) and (14)
respectively for w-ZnO nanomaterial. It is also obvious
that the theoretical results obtained from Equations (1) and
(14) are in good agreement with each other. It is observed
that in low temperature range i.e. upto room temperature,
volume thermal expansion coefficient increases with slow
rate with temperature for both the phases of Zinc Oxide
nanomaterialswhile in high temperature range, thermal
expansion coefficient increases with high rate with
increase in temperature in the case of rs-ZnOnanomaterial
and with slow rate in the case of w-ZnO nanomaterial.
These theoretical results on volume thermal expansivity of
rs-ZnO and w-ZnOnanomaterials are in good agreement
with the existing experimental results [2,3] which
demonstrates the validity of the work. Our theoretical
results may stimulate the experimental scientists for the
measurement of variation of volume thermal expansivity
with temperature for different nanomaterials in the future.
The present work may be extended to evaluate other
mechanical and thermodynamical properties of
ZnOnanomaterials and other nanomaterials and may be
used for comparative study of nanomaterials.

4. Conclusion
In the present work, the behavior of volume thermal
expansivity as a function of temperature for both phases of
ZnOnanomaterials in the low as well as high temperature
range has been studied using different Equations. It is
observed that in low temperature range i.e. upto room
temperature, volume thermal expansion coefficient
increases with slow rate with temperature for both the
phases of Zinc Oxidenanomaterials while in high
temperature range, thermal expansion coefficient increases
with high rate with increase in temperature in the case of
rs-ZnOnanomaterial and with slow rate in the case of wZnO nanomaterial. These theoretical results on volume
thermal expansivity are in good agreement with the
existing experimental results which demonstrates the
validity of the work.
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Figure 1. Variation of volume thermal expansivity ( α ) as a function of temperature (T) for rs-ZnO and w-ZnO nanomaterials
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